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Abstract
Housing projects have become one of the significant contributors to our national gross
domestic product. However, since 1990s housing sector was known for its poor performance,
heavily depending on foreign labors, increasing cost and cannot cater to the demand.
Malaysian National Housing Policy 2012 has focused on the implementation of industrialised
building system (IBS) to transform the housing industry by improving its quality, more
economical, speed to construct and less dependency on foreign labors. Despite of these
advantages and great efforts from the government, recent studies show that the IBS adoption
is still far behind the target. Among the identified and significant challenges that discourage
housing projects from adopting IBS is the payment system which is closely associated with
procurement adopted. Adopting traditional procurement system which is suited for
conventional construction method has been create problems to the industry players. Due to
this, many developers either neglect to adopt IBS or if they adopt it, the related parties have to
face payment difficulties. This paper explores payment challenges in IBS housing projects, and
ways to overcome them. The findings can be used for the industry to justify on the need for a
better procurement system for IBS project.
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INTRODUCTION
The adoption of IBS or prefabrication concept has been widely practiced around the
world especially in developed countries. In the United Kingdom, the government has given a
serious attention for prefabrication implementation by encouraging innovations and modern
methods that can produce better construction product, cost effective and environment friendly
(Nadim & Goulding, 2010). The practice also been applied in other countries like Singapore,
Hong Kong, Sweden, Germany and Denmark (Oostra, & Claeson, 2007; Lessing et al., 2005).
In Australia, the government has committed to the industry transformation since 1970s and
prefabrication has been proven to bring numerous benefits to their construction industry
(Blismas & Wakefield, 2009). For Malaysia, the term used to represent the prefabrication
construction is Industrialised Building System (IBS). The innovative approach of
prefabrication concept has been introduced by the Malaysian government to increase the
performance of the local construction industry (Rahman & Omar, 2006). IBS gives many
advantages compared to conventional construction methods such as quicken and simplify the
construction process, reducing the hazards and risks, minimization of construction wastages
and improving the environment quality for sustainable development (Hassim et al., 2009;
CIDB 2003; Kamar et al., 2009; Nawi et al., 2011; Thanoon et al., 2003). Besides that, Kamar
et al. (2009) and Thanoon et al. (2003) proved that IBS adoption can enhance the construction
performance in terms of quality, cost saving and safety compared to conventional methods
(CIDB, 2010). IBS components which are fabricated in the factory where it involved
automated manufacturing process with repetitive procedures, constant quality surveillance
and strict control under trained and skilled workers can produce a high quality of IBS
components are much better compared to conventional building materials (Nawi et al., 2011).

